Freezing of Methanol-Water Mixtures at High Pressure with Applications to Titan
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Why Study High Pressure Methanol-Water Mixtures?
Sub-surface oceans have been proposed to exist on many of the large icy moons of the outer solar system. On Titan, any such ocean is likely sandwiched between an outer mostly Ice-Ih shell and an inner high-pressure Ice shell. The thickness of the shell and the depth of the ocean depend on many factors, including the composition and pressure-dependent freezing points of the materials likely to be found in the ocean.

Methanol is a highly-effective anti-freeze compound. Even relatively small amounts can have a significant effect on the freezing temperature. Deschamps, Moussis, Sanchez-Valle, and Lunine [1] considered the role of methanol concentrations on the order of a few percent, and found that they could play an important role in the development and maintenance of a sub-surface ocean.

Determining the Liquidus and Eutectic Temperatures
A sample data run is shown in Fig. 3 for a nominal pressure of 315 MPa.

The system started at point (a). As it was cooled, the fluid contracted. After the system became supersaturated, ice crystals precipitated starting at point (b). The volume decreased, indicating that the ice crystals were denser than the surrounding fluid. Upon further cooling, the system froze and became an opaque solid.

Under gradual warming, this solid phase underwent a repeatable melting transition as the system looped through points (c), (d), and (e). The sample volume changed rapidly, and the crystals could be seen growing or shrinking. Further warming along the from (e) to the liquidus point (f) gradually dissolved the remaining ice crystals.

Application to Titan
For modeling Titan’s ocean, Deschamps et al. estimated the crystallization temperature as a function of pressure by interpolating between the pure water and pure methanol values [1]. The results in Fig. 6 indicate that this is a reasonable approximation, but slightly overestimates the liquidus temperatures at higher pressures. For the concentration of 30 wt% studied here, the interpolated estimate is approximately 16 K too high for pressures of 200 MPa.

Future Directions
One set of future experiments will determine the liquidus temperature for the much lower methanol concentrations relevant to Titan. This should allow more accurate modeling of the effects of small concentrations of various impurities in the development of Titan’s subsurface ocean.

At atmospheric pressure, there are two separate transitions—one at 171 K, and a eutectic transition at 157 K. In the current experiments at high pressure, there was no clear evidence for the two separate transitions. In the Ice-Ih regime, the expansion of the ice upon freezing prevented any careful monitoring of subsequent freezing of the methanol.

Future experimental work will explore the eutectic temperature in the Ice-Ih regime by using much higher concentrations of methanol. With higher concentrations, we will be able to avoid the complications caused by the large amounts of Ice-Ih in the present system, and anticipate being able to study the freezing transitions in more detail.

Results
The resulting transition temperatures are shown in Fig. 6. The phase boundaries for pure water [5] and methanol [6] are included for comparison. Generally, the freezing behavior follows that of pure methanol, while the liquidus trend follows that of pure water. We also observe that the Ice-Ih/Ice-I transition appears to occur at higher pressures in this system than has been reported for pure water.

The apparatch consists of 3 main parts: a central high-pressure fitting containing the sample fluid, an optical system for imaging the sample, and a pressure system that includes both pressure and volume sensors. Collimated light enters the pressure cell through an optical fiber on the left. The image is then relayed through a microscope objective into a CCD camera. The bottom port of the cross is connected to a pipe that connects to the pressure system, which allows simultaneous measurements of pressure and volume changes.

Ice-Ih Regime
At lower pressures, typically less than about 200 MPa, the volume increased upon the initial crystallization of Ice-Ih crystals, locking up the volume transducer, and it was not possible to determine the eutectic temperature accurately.
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